
The construction 256 z&p . . . ‘H8At6c T=E 

tendency to avoid ‘f) rcharakterisierung’, the nominative often 
forms of a noun. With regard to the grammatical for 
there does not seem to have been a generally accept 
Scholars are however too often inclined to 
terms of chronolo y. The views upheld in tonne 
as y&pov cpCti, t&og & _&IG&A~c etc. are open to critic 
whether a proper name added to verbs of calling etc 
tive. Finally some remarks are made on the “nominative instead of a vocative’. 

i) For references se 
(1950)’ p. 63. See also 
instances - the rule Wi3S also 0 

in the Classical 
askell, Journal A 

a) Ste J. S. Syt;‘er, 
Medic grammar for st 
this construction _ 

*) W. Reichelt, Awestisches Elementarb 
4) J. Humbert, Syntaxe grecque (19 

homerique II, (1953)’ 11. 36. 
J) H. Hirt, Indogermanische ma 

re 
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Indogermanische Grammatik. Schwyzer-Debrunner 3 
produced the explication which was at the time proposed 

riick 7) : “die Sonderbarkeit wird durch die Oberlegung vers 

k*e urspriinglich nur S 
sind eben die Vokative) verb&d”. As 

the oldest document 
rceqtie) it Ci 

construction belonged to the co 
If we conclude from the stril 

ca “sun and moon 
the existence o Lat. noctesqw diesque “days and nights” and so on 

origin ndo-European. . . k”e groups, we 
same inference from the no less striking similarity 

sentences as, in Vedic, IpV. 1, 35, 11 rdksd ca 
dew “protect us and intercede for us, 0 god”; in Greek, Od. 3, 22 

7” &Q’ !!w ; x& T’ de xp~oland~oyat ahh; “how shall I go, and how 
I greet him”; 2, 388 &a& i +$hLo~ ~6ov~6 TC n&arc 

156 067’ ah& r.m&~,, th6 7’ &hhou~ xcbrac &p&b. “he bo 
and will keep all others (from slaying)” ; Od, 9; 147 t!!V8’ 067b~ 

. . / 06~’ 0Sv xGpa7a . . . ~tatSop~~ “then no man 
nor did we see the waves”; in Vedic, . 3, 

a kds md ca rS?at “ . . . must neither leave nor hurt us” ; 

iLUt. Trin. 134 neq2ae em es neqw venderes; Curt. 480 sadfit 
t q&pe accijG+zt ; in Gothic, Luke 17, 20 f. ni qimi 
‘“(it) does not come _ . . nor will they say” (nih < 
many other inst;mces attention to which has been direct 

) Schwyzer-Debrunner, o.c., II, p. 63. 
?) B. Delbruck, Vergleichende ‘Syntax, I, p. 396; vgl. such Syntaktische 

V, p. 28; V ( = Alltindische Syntax), p. 105 f. (where no explica- 

mann, in St0 -Schmalz, Lateinische 
d the opinion that % its a ‘Satzpartikel’ 

that this function of -4 was a Latm development: 
particle does not appear to connect sentences of a 

Grammatik, p. 656 likewise 
was not original, observing 
before the lflt cent. B.C. the 
certain extent, cf. e.g. Sa?l. 

occhus. , . hbtws aa@it. Ro quc A?g-Jt~s eizes. . . ~~t~~~t~~~s 

tw. The length and degree omplexity of the sentences 
y, however, be considered points of minor importance. 

tory and original nction of the I.E. pa 



to, or emphasizing, 
category (nouns, ve 
belonging together, 

Now it is a well- 
a pair or are often 

an 
cd, which is to 

connect two 
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ded ‘epexegetically’ cannot be ad 
retation: RV. 6, 25, 2 lmil 

a . . l and (especiall 
ernagel’s ex:plication of the 

ns of Telamon x2), 
ous scholars writing after hi 

the dual may be considered to have belonged to origin 
ndo=European in general. n a similar way a plu 

in SUc(;’ *on to a dual or not, may serve to conve 
or p$lr of entities which form unity or const 
set : Gr. sl pamAds “king and queen” ; Lat. fra 

OC “brother and sister”; Germ. Geschwister, originally “the 
sisters, the sisters together” (cf. Gcbrizder), now “brothers 

and sisters” ; in Latin, Qlakzi stands for Romulus and Remus, the 
former being also called Qzsivitt~. 

Even a singular form of a proper name may under certain circum- 
stances suffice to address a group of persons, or perhaps we should 
rather say to include a group of companions in the name or title of 
him who is regarded as their rlepresentative. Thus we find 

7ee~ Bv \;@s v?jai . . . &h!b~~7~, cg&c$ ‘86uaa~C “where you 
eer your In . . ship, glorious Odysseus”; cf. e.g. also 2, 

e too bold a supposition to explain the construction 
rrzS ca cetalhab in a similar way, the vocative being in a way 

an ‘elliptical expression’ for the person denoted and his companion, 
whose name, when added, does not - for reasons which are to follow 
further on - need to bE; in the special form used in calling or adc’ressing 

rson? For an ‘elliptical’ use ‘of the vocative attention may be 
V&N brahma~as pate suvrktiv bni 

s song of praise, (this) ‘holy text’ has been 
rahmanaspati, (and) Indra, e wielder of 

t”, i.e. either “‘this song of is (destined 
or) both of you, for Indra. . . this h. t, has en made” 14), - which 

does not completely convince the critical reader who, observing that 
ma refer to the same ‘text’, to wit the ‘hymn’ in which 

el, Kuhn’s Zeitschrift 23 (I 877), p. 302 ff. 
phy given by Schwyzer-Debrunner, o.c II, p. 51, 

. Geldner, Der Rig-veda. tibersetzt III, Harvard 195;: p. 267. 



occurs, mig t object that 
former tterance wo 

r rather, was not, i 
of names of a m ), more than one s 

up - in addition to the 
s is well known the occurrence of “uber- 

charakterisierung 16) ” was avoided also in cases such as N.T. Rev. 
18,X o$av& xal ot diyw~ (cf. also the 

d in a variety of other cases w 

another case 
sea-girt island. . e 9 a wooded isla 
anima! et COT 

zag wn . . ., 

Plautus, Asin. 691 mi 
are also such Irish cases as fechta c 

(nom. plur.) olcc ‘“the battle of 
d the F. 

16) It may be observed that the abo 
Ihe beginning of an oath; similarly 

njunctions’: & GO< a 
n 

b. 264 f a & 6Laxm &\saE. . . 

schines, Ctes. 260 where 7~: - which was 
ydides, Xenophon, and Plato - was r 

1 tAveay . . . PE 
lect. suydrqp 

in-law and my daq+:-r, give him whatsoever 
has no vocative. 

avers, Zur Syntax des Nominativs, 
-who, like E. Fraenkel in Indog. Forsch. Anz, 4 1, p. 16, is 1 
explain the construction at issue from the tendency 
Kung’. 

I@) See also E. IAfstedt, P 
rise, lYl,p. 50f. 

ar 2 e- 

20) Se also N. Wunderlic 
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co-ordinate member after a conjugated preposition P) ; or 

Slav. Cos#k,da, B “0 Lord (voc.), my G 
second 
01 

which however is the Greek 
avour of the above explication may .be derived fro 

accent: whereas two or more vocatives at the beginnin 
are all accented (if they are t used attributively), du 
of the type &tr&var~?zd “ itra and Varuga” rcl;presenting a ‘ 

ouble elliptical dual, the nominative form of wh 
(doubly accented)) have one accent, the b 

for whom they stand, constituting a united wh 
accentual unity may in a way be compared to the combination voca- 
tive + nominative in closely united groups: in both cases 3 single 
indication of a characteristic feature appears to have sufficed. It may 

ally be observed that there are also cases of a nominative instead 
and after, a vocative in asyndetic sequences 28). 

Having returned to the vocative we might subjoin a note on another 
disputed problem relating to the same tendency to use the nomi- 
native as adjunct of a vocative. th regard to the grannnatical form 
of an attribute of a vocative t does not seem to have been a 
generally accepted idiom in prehistcric times. herebas the Ve 
usage may bc. illustrated by the phrases &V. 8, 48, 7 S&W rti#n “ 

in oma” and 1, 91, 4 rdy’an som~ 24), the attribute being in . the 
words formkg an accentual unity - we even find 

0 na#it sahasci~an “0 mighty (s.) son (~2.) of strength 
e corresponding nominative would be +jd ss@a’t sa’h 

s&xi) and 4, 4, 11 h&r yaa$ha szckrato “0 youngest w&e hotar , 

ctive being, in the middle of a verse, accented if 
e) all-gods” !zG) ; compare also the similar 

17, 6 aSi sri+e “0 prosperous ASi” 2s) -, the 
ages gave reality to both possibilities: both words may be expressed 

*l) See R. Thumeysen, A grammar of Old Irish (Dublin 1946), p. 156. 
lso refer to A, Vaillant, Manuel du vieux slave, i, p. 169. 

e e.g. W. Vondr&k, Slaxische Grammatik 
In both cases the first wurd, occupying the first place after a caesura, is 

ac 
For particulars see B. DeIbriick, Altindische Syntax, p. 34. 

elt, o.c., p. 226. In this language an adjective in the vocative 
may even accompany a substantive in the nominative. 



nominative 28). 

majority of case& the attribute is i 
ages the adjective 

hrases such as 
the substantive @NW is in the vocative; 

determined or determine , but it is in t 

n the ancient German idio 

‘abbreviated’ or ‘ 

--. 

81 

A. 

18977) p. 139. 
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c relation al), and, moreover, to indicate t 
by the substantive is characterized by a 
process which might have led to that result * 

n Greek and Latin both constructions are possible. In t 
according to Hofmann is, in this point, char 

by a “starkes Schwa&en” =), we find Plaut. Poen. 798 
s&es& letzo; Cit. Arch. 24 o fo&&e. . . addescens beside 
291 f. vos, o / Pompiliacs saqpis and Verg. Aen. 1, 664 
vires, mea magna potentvia sobs, / wte. . . ; *h Greek 11. 2 
c$hE “dear old sire” beside Il. 4, 189 rgChoq d 
“ein attributives djekt:iv zu. einem Vokativ steht (in G 
‘I* _‘I ucn e’mniaiis im Vokativ, kann a’Der such im Nominativ erscheinen” gij 

In cases like that at issue students of syntax are often inclined to 
pose the question in terms of chronology, taking for granted that, 
if there exist in the same language two constructions at the same time, 
one of these must be older or more ‘original’ than the other. Syntax, 
however, is no (historical) phonology . Not rarely the speakers of a 
language can make their choice of two or even more possibilities 
which often are - and sometimes are not - in a perceptible way disting- 
uished from one another semantically or stvlistically. Not rarely both 
possibilities may have been co-existent for long years. 

ccor’ding to Brugmann ss) the type yteov Cpue necessarily pre- 
supposes a more original l &ov ! q&s! : “da ursprfinglich jede V 
fo fiir sich interjektionalen Ch ter gehabt hat, so war z, 
xcxatyy~~ ursprtinglich ’ Lieber ! It would appear 
present author that too much stress on the inter- 

he vocative may be act 
by a genitive which, like thle adjective, loses 

“0 son of might” ; cf. the Greek 
y could it not be preceded or folio 

MY. Paul, Deutsche Grammatik II, p. 164; Behaghel, Deutsche 
S 

e also Erdmann, ox., I, p. 30. 
) Mofmann, o.c.,p. 374. 

r, ox., p. 63. 
mann, Grundriss der dergleichenden Gram ik der indogerm. 

s 

For particulars see Delbriick, Altind. 
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adjective in the same form at least i 
f0 of the adjective existed because the 
substantival function? : cpihq can m n “friend” already tin 
and ~>AF; as an independent vocative “ friend” appears in the 
14, 115 $‘). This is not to deny t at sometimes t 
under discussion must be regarded as twofold: 
aateoYH% prime sodah e occurrence of sentences of 
in historical times does not prove that it was at the root of t 

same scholars as “ 

hardly be regarded as 

ut instances sue 

rather than “set25 

be remembered that the attributit~ phrase voc. + voc. l=s, 
in Bugmann’s view (l.c.), modelled upon the group a . + subst. in the nom. 

and the other cases. Of course the possibility of analogi uence need not 
excluded. 

38) I for one can ha.rdly imagine that a p 
“papa dear” has ever meant “pa 
opinion ! 

39) Brugmann, o.c., p* 648. 
40) Schwyzer- runher, B.C. 
41) See Lingu (25’54) I 1’. 9 ff. 



streu” (Brugmann), however insignificant the difference may be a2) ; 
similarly, 4, 4, 11 hi NO a~yd wicasab cikiddhi Star yavi sukrato 

dF “do take notice of these words of ours, 0 priest, youngest, 
very wise one, as a friend o:f the house”. I am, in contradistinction to 
thw authors, under the impression that the main factor in the origin 
and spread of these phrases has been the aversion to ‘over-characteri- 
za:ion’, the nominative by itself being frecluently used in a,ddressing 
or iri,voking persons or deities, in exclamations and so on aa). 

There seems on the other hand to be no reason to deny, tentatively 

with ackemagel aa), or positively with Ernout and 
existence, L; ‘qriqinal Indo-European’ of an adjectival vocative: the 
degree of correspontitgce between the ancient Indian, Iranian, Greek, 

d Slavonic idiom<: sf:erns to point to at least a limited use of this 
form, which howevci. does not appear to have been of frequent occur- 

) c The conclusion might be that in prehistoric times both con- 
structions were within certain limits possible: if the adjective was in 
the nominative, i.e. in the naming case used, inter alia, to refer to 
a concept out of any syntactic connection, the vocative form of the 

bstaqtive could in addition to tone, pauses, etc. suffice to characterize 
ase as a mode of address or invocation. In these cases the 

adjective no doubt often had the character of an apposition. If the 
jective wats also in the vocative the phrase was uniform and probably 

a5 a rule more coherent: y&gov cpt’hE. It would be imprudent to be more 
assertive on this point 47). 

) For 6bq tpkq (Od. 17, 415) see also Wackemagel, Bezzenberger’s Bei- 
4 (1878), p. 280 f. 

ackemagel, Vorlesungen iiber Syntax, P, p. 305 ff. ; R. 

rth, Ausfiihrliche Grammatik der griechischen Sprache I, p. 46; 
runner, <B.C., p. 64; Delbriick, Vergl. Syntax, I, p. 397 f. 

) Wackemagel, o.c., p. 307. 
and F. Thomas, Syn xe Patine%, p. 15. 

al vocatives never, or rdly ever, existed : yap&b< +6q “0 my 
son-in-law”, 60~0~ ~08 “0 my child”, etc.; 6~6~; and meus have no doubt exerted 

uence upon the form of the words with which they formed a group, cf. e.g. 
i animule. . , meus @.42224s passer. 
s are connected by IX, both of them can be in the vocative: 

St. Thesm. 315 Zd pqa?&s mA6pa TFE “0 Zeus, whcse name is great, 
lyre is made of words characterize one person as being 

on the one hand such, “0 Zeus, thou that art on the 
eat of name, on the other, possessed of a golden lyre”. - Cf. also 
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vocative particle e w 

words used to address a person : ai 

similarly, in Lithuaniz ln 

--- 

Mfstedt, Syntactica I”, Lu 
gilt . . . , da13 de; Vok. 
@as gewissermatien schon in seiner em 

48 
) 

\.. K 
0 1 

50 
1 

51 
) 

Schwyzer-Debrunner, o.c., 

p. 699. 
51) Delbriick, Altindische Synta 
as) WondrAk, o.c., II, p. 
64 

) 
65 

1 
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instances are e.g. ‘faitt. Br. 1, 1, 2, 5 sd Mro brdhmaqd bnw@a?im . l 

“Trdra passing himself off as a brahman. . . “; Mbh. 3, 133, 10 kasmtid 
bl$ah stha vira iva prabtisast: 

i&t being a child?” hi) ; 

“why do you call yourself an old man, 
and in Greek we find NT. Joh. 13, 13 

(PWVECTT$ p& is ~&&YXOCAO~ xat ~6pt0~ 57) ; Eur. Tread. 1233 S017pbq bvopa 
&Xouaa “having the name OI being a physician”. Proper name? are; 
genel-ally speaking, often disconnected from the syntactic structure 
of the sentence: cf. t‘.g., in ;a Latin in,scription C.I.L. 13, 1968, V. 8 
ad flume% acra. The Indians have themselves created the interesting 
constructfon with iti 58) which, properly meaning “thus”, is not on 
used to ch3.racterize a direct construction or quotation, but also to 
quotle or mentic 3 name, which is in the no._rinative whatever its 
syntactic position in the sentence might be: l$V. 8, 92, 2 jwrtihiitdm 
indm iti bravz’taaa “call the much invoked one Indra”, to mark an 
onor,latopoeia, or to indicate a gesture. The nominative can also be 
a 1ite;al quotation of an address: Got. Luke 6, 46 hva mik haGid frrzzija, 
j&ja: 7i Bt .px xakkc, K$w, KGPGE. 

The nominative may indeed be assumed to have been of frequent 
occurrence in this connection : whereas it has been retained in Sanskrit 

owever has as a rule added iti - e.g. Manu 2, 129 ttiv briiytid 
bhavat%ti “he should address her: ‘Lady”’ - and Latin has largely 
replaced it by other constructions, the Greek Od. 1, 180 M&VT< . . . 

&at may be explained as a traditional mechanisztion of an 
“I declare that I am: ‘Mentes’ ” ; 5, 450 ixQrr)c 84 TOG 

dppat dvab “I declare that I am: ‘your suppliant’ “. The nominative 
is, generally speaking, apt to turn up in a variety of other construc- 
tions expressing the t ought or opinion of a person with regard to 
himself: in contradistinction to OW CFE: Svy~& tAma Greek has O~SCX 

e.g. Thuc. 4, 27), which ex:Lctly corresponds to the 
“he believes t ns:t he has drunk’ ’ and similar 

an 5*). Originally representing an ” know : 
of speech stands nearer to the direct con- 

) DeSbriick, o.c., p. 104; Speyer, fndogerm. Forsch. 31, p. 108 f. 
@) See also B&s-Debrunner, Gramm. des neutestamentlichen Griechisch 

41913), g 143. 
articuIars see Speyer, Sanskrit Syntax, p. 380 ff. ; Renolu, Gram- 

Reichelt, Awestisches Elementarbuch ( 1909)) p. 224 f. 
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struction “ 

than to the (act. c.) i 

case of ‘attraction wder the influence of the governing 
verb. 

Finally there may e room here for some tentative observatio 
in connection wi ominativus pro vocative’. 

Atas), and the verb ex 
nying an imperati 
some authors ri 

6 7X@, drrcohoG9cr, 
this construction 

may havl: resulted fro 

far in ~considering this the sole origi 

is often ‘familiar’ - 

subordinates are a 
ite. the vocative 

--II 

ao) Cf. also Ach. 242 re 
codices. 

a1) Schwyzer-Debrunner, o.c., 
sa) For other examples see haghel, 

to explain the construction f 
Nyrop, Gramm. hist. de la la 

run& La pen&e et la langue, 
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hand the construction at issue is, in a natural way, resorted to in 
addressing a person whose name is unknown - Fr. lag I’hom ) vmez 
ici a)* ow the nommative with the article defines an indivi 
distinguishing him from other persons belonging to the same catel 
gory; in using the vocative the article is a redundancy because the 

,ividualization are implied in the situation. 
with the article which generally speaking is 

of address, the vocative serves to bring the person 
addressed into immediate personal contact with the speaker. In using 

e nom. if a voc. might be expected the person speaking gives evi- 
dence of a cz9ain desire to keep a person at a distance: hence t 
above phrase 6 ‘~tcZ<, the Polish usage etc., and the more cr less ill- 
bred German ad&g, die Hsrren G6) - cf. in Dutch : ik heb he8 
gezegd instml of _ aer ;B heb ket U gezegd, (here@ -, the ‘familiarit~y’ or rather 
incorrectness of :he French idiom etc. In connection with a proper 
name the article may, in languages which as a rule do not admit of 
this addition to a name, even express a certain want of esteem or 
contempt on the part of the speaker: in French f La Thtbzardier. 

If these considerations are nolt altogether u fo*u.rded we ma 
ect these constructions with the well-known instzinces of what 

st sight appears the opposite phenomenon: the avoidance of the 
voc. for the sake of politeness. In many languages the voc. implies a 
degree of intim;zcy or personal contact which makes it unsuited for 

? solemn, or public use: in Sanskrit a teacher would say, for 
instance luttatik kiv te f&iyaF karavivi “Uttarika, how can 

e pupil a’j%i@ayatu bhavdn “sir, command me”. 
though being exponent of the second 

origin the third person of the v 
havas is in the form bhos rexain 

in addressing: bho uttahka 67). 
owevir, in its turn, as a rule less respectful 

olish Pan “the ord” with the 

ict. de la langue fran$aise s.v. 
) 0. Erdmann-0. rundziige der deutschen Syntax, II, 1898, p. 55, 

The parallel construction in utch, if containing the cknonstrative pronoun 
- is decidedly colloquial and. even breezy. 

3, 9 1; 95; 100. For pwticulars see Wackemagel-De- 



less intimate (oft 
in German: Fra 

and the addition of 

rabwska, Cra 

Up. 6, 1, 5 M. a son is addressing 

a conversation 

in the S. recension: 

‘O) Erdmann-Mensing, l.c. 
‘I) Cf. also the phrase oa*ci, on c ei 



ladyship, my lady” (nom.) and 
saying bdzavaH dt&tu (imp. 3rd 
higher ranks bIzc!vati (imp. 2nd 
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Bkzvatz “Madam” (voc.), a nobleman 
pers.), &her persons belonging to the 
pers.) “(give), Madam”. 

t 

A similar mod{? of add’.ress, consisting of a pronoun followed by a 
title and the article, is also proper to Greek: Xen. Cyr. 6, 2, 41 Q&s 
oi $ykpo~q “you, the leaders”; 6, 3, 33 si, 6k, 6 &~XWV T&V aiv8+5v, 
“ycju who rule the men”. While grammarians are right in styling oi 
~yk~ov&l; etc. appositions, they are, as far as I am able to see, not 
right in explaining these phrases by “i.e. G@G, 02 4y~CLbvEg &a#‘, as 
opposed to the German : ‘ ‘ihr’ o Ftihrer” :‘2). 

It is interesting to notice that the idiom under discussion is not 
foreign to non&do-European languages. In addressing a person by 
means of a pronoun and an apposition, the latter is in Old-Javanese 
preceded by the ‘definite article’, i.e. the particle ti: ko-h m&s “you 
serpent-demon”. Even if the apposition is aproper name accompanied 
by a ‘personal artxle’, the particle r~z, may be added : kamtitib ityafi Afwy 
“0 divine Fire” beside kmm hyah Ganda “0 dilrine Garuda” 75). . 

Utrecht ‘Jl GONDA 

=) Ktihnet-G&h, o.c., I, p. 46. 
?a) See also P, J. Zoetmulder, 1_+ 2 taal van het Adipaxwa, Bandung 1950, p. 20 


